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As businesses continue to adapt and navigate these uncertain times, the ongoing stress can take its

toll on employees' wellbeing and if not proactively managed can easily lead to mental illness and

burnout.

To have any meaningful impact, an intervention must account for the complex and personal nature of

stress, aiming to provide the right support but also enhance work environments to mitigate undue

pressure points.

Austen Advisory aspires to help businesses and their people transition from a surviving to a thriving

state as quickly as possible. To that end, I would like to introduce four of our solutions that are

aimed at evaluating, training, growing and developing employees.

Hello�from�our�Founder

I developed AURA as a framework to build resilience in 2015, triggered by my own

experience of burnout. My mission was to apply my expertise in psychometric

assessment design to create a toolkit that was scientific and rigorous yet also practical.

AURA has evolved over the years and been implemented in large multinational

companies such as the BBC. I'm delighted to introduce you to these solutions that I

believe are much needed in this climate.

Rachel



Keep�employees�moving�through�the�change�curve

Whist reactions differ by

individuals, this ‘change

curve’ captures the key

phases people trend to go

through to positively adapt

to a curve ball such as

COVID-19.

Resilience is about moving

through challenges. It's

easy for people to get stuck

at certain points and they

need a little help along. 



EVALUATE�
the�impact�of�stress�on
wellbeing��
AURA is a tested scientific tool which provides insight into

stress and the level of resilience to cope with it. Completed

via confidential questionnaires, employees gain a

personalised report and access to a platform of resilience

resources. Anonymised aggregated reporting enables your

organisation to pinpoint stress points and tailor

interventions effectively. Reporting by teams/ groups

empowers localised action planning to create more

resilient working environments. A free, shorter pulse

check can be used for regular monitoring.

SOLUTION 1



SOLUTION 1

AURA�Framework
A consistent lens to assess, develop and monitor resilience 



TRAIN
psychological�fitness
Our state of mind is the greatest untapped resource

available to us and is the invisible foundation of

performance, wellbeing and results. Just like physical

fitness, we can train our brain muscle to be more

resilient and ready to respond to new challenges in a

healthy way. Our virtual programme has been carefully

designed to be an engaging, interactive learning

experience where participants have a chance to

practice some simple yet powerful tools to apply right

away. Participants take their own AURA assessment

which we draw on in the session and they walk away

with a personal action plan to focus on.

SOLUTION 2



GROW
yourself�or�your
people�with�coaching
Having a personal coach is now more important than ever as

we are entering a phase where individuals and businesses

are beginning to re-emerge, recover and re-invent. Our

virtual coaching service allows businesses and individuals to

tackle immediate and in-the-moment issues, problems and

challenges jointly with an experienced coach.  Scheduling

coaching sessions can be done quickly and easily online.

Contact us to discuss business packages.

SOLUTION 3



DEVELOP�
your�managers�to
develop�others
Empower your managers to have great conversations

and support their team members in building their

resilience. Our tested programme combines virtual

instructor led sessions and a practical toolkit of coaching

resources to support their application. Like all our

learning programmes, it is constructed to be a high

impact, fun learning environment to ensure the new skills

can be put into practice immediately.

SOLUTION 4



The�storm�will�pass�-�who�knows�when
that�will�be.�

However,�in�the�words�of�the�Beatles,�we
get�by�with�a�little�help�from�our�friends�
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Contact�Us

For more information or to

discuss pricing, contact

rachel@austenadvisory.com

www.austenadvisory.com


